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Abstract 

We have simulated the carrier concentration and temporal response characteristics of a Back-Gated Metal-

Semiconductor-Metal (BG-MSM) photodetector in one dimension as a function of optical pulse position on the 

active region in an equilibrium condition (without bias voltage to the photodetector). We have adopted a nonlinear 

ambipolar transport model to simulate the behavior of photo-generated carriers in the active region of the BG-

MSM photodetector. From the simulation results, it is observed that for optical pulse positions in the cathode 

region, the magnitude of the response current is exactly the same but opposite that of the anode region. The 

response of the photodetector is zero when a pulse is positioned at the center of the active region. This important 

feature of the device could make it attractive for micro-scale positioning of highly sensitive instruments. Our 

simulation results agreed well with the experimental results. 
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1. Introduction 

The Back-Gated Metal-Semiconductor-Metal (BG-

MSM) photodetector is essentially a three terminal 

device with high-speed responses. The top two 

contacts are designed in the same way as usual 

MSM photodetector and the third contact (the back-

gating) is designed to remove the slow holes from 

the high-speed MSM circuit (Hurd et al., 1996). 

When the back-gated contact is disconnected from 

the external circuit (i.e., like a floating condition), 

the device behaves as a typical MSM structure. In 

this paper, we are investigating the behavior of this 

device under varying the optical pulse position, 

when the third terminal is disconnected from the 

external circuit, consequently acting as a simple 

MSM photodetector. A basic MSM photodetector 

uses a layer of semiconductor material that is 

sensitive to the wavelength of interest. The metal 

electrodes are deposited on the top of this layer. 

Each set of electrodes forms a Schottky barrier 

contact with the semiconductor, so an MSM 

photodetector is comprised of back-to-back 

Schottky diodes. A Schottky diode exhibits a 

rectified I-V characteristic like p-n junctions, but 

occurs at certain metal-semiconductor junctions 

(Berger, 1996). A simple schematic diagram of a 

GaAs BG-MSM photodetector under illumination 
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is shown in Fig. 1. The two top contacts are made 

from 
N GaAs. The electron concentration in the 

N  GaAs layer is comparable with that in metals, 

so that this type of material is conductive as a 

metal. The inter-contact layer is intrinsic gallium 

arsenide (GaAs), which acts as an active medium in 

the photodetector structure and detects optical 

pulses. In recent years, owing to the interest of 

MSM photodetectors for the application in optical 

sampling, ultrafast and broad-band optical 

communication systems, as well as their application 

for the generation of high-power 

microwave/millimeter waves have been analyzed. 

(Wilson et al., 1996; Shi et al., 2001). 

Experimentally, BG-MSM photodetector 

demonstrates different temporal responses in the 

equilibrium condition when the position of optical 

pulse changes on the surface of I-region (i.e., active 

region) as shown in Fig. 1. For the same distance 

from the center of the I-region, the temporal 

response of the device to a pulse of laser beam 

impinging around the cathode contact is equal and 

opposite to that of the anode contact. The temporal 

response is cancelled when the position of optical 

pulse is at the center of I-region as shown in the 

Fig. 2 (Mashayekhi, 1999). This characteristic of 

the device has an application in the modern nano-

technology such as micro-scale adjusting or 

positioning of instruments as well as a micro-scale 
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positioning of sensors. By attaching a photodetector 

to the body of the target object and shining a beam 

of laser light on the active region, any micro-scale 

change in the position of the target object will cause 

a change in the level of photocurrent. If we set the 

target position to zero when the light hits at the 

center of the active region, then any displacement 

of the target from the zero position will correspond 

to a change in the photocurrent. In Fig. 2, the 

photocurrent is shown between the maximum and 

minimum region, the changes are almost linear with 

the position. This phenomenon suggests that the 

photocurrent can be scaled to show the 

displacement of the target on which the photo-

detector is mounted. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. A simple schematic diagram of a BG-MSM 

photodetector under illumination 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Experimental results of peak response of a GaAs 

BG-MSM photodetector as a function of beam position 

on a 40 µm gap I-region to a laser beam of 580 nm 

wavelength in the equilibrium condition 
 

We have used a time-dependent nonlinear 

ambipolar transport equation to simulate the carrier 

concentration and photocurrent in the equilibrium 

condition (Neaman, 2003). This equation was 

applied in the static condition to simulate the 

behavior of MSM photodtector under varying the 

optical pulse position (Habibpour, 2011). However, 

in this paper we found that the applied formulation 

effectively describes the behavior of device in the 

equilibrium condition as in the static condition. The 

position of the optical pulse changes across the 

active region with 10 µm steps. The device 

behavior is analyzed based on a one-dimensional 

(1-D) simulation of the nonlinear ambipolar 

transport equation, which includes ambipolar 

diffusion and bulk recombination. From the 

simulation results, it has been observed that the 

device peak response changes sinusoidally by 

moving the optical pulse position from the anode 

towards the cathode region.  

2. Analysis of carrier transport 

Several authors reported that the MSM 

photodetector could be modeled as a 1D structure 

(Harder et al., 1990; Sze et al., 1971; Koscielniak et 

al., 1989; Sarto et al., 1997). In applied voltage 

condition, this approach can easily be justified if 

the absorption depth of an incident photon is much 

less than the inter-contact spacing (I-region length), 

so that the curvature of the electric field lines 

between the contacts is small, while the field is 

approximately constant. In fact, this condition is 

often satisfied in most experimental situations, 

since the absorption of photons deep in the 

substrate is typically avoided as it reduces the 

detector’s responsivity and bandwidth (Sarto et al., 

1997). Considering visible lights around the 

wavelength of 580 nm, the absorption depth δ of the 

GaAs photodetector is approximately 0.11 µm, 

which means that the most incident photons are 

absorbed near the surface. In equilibrium condition, 

the MSM photodetector has a completely 

symmetrical structure and it can be considered as a 

one-dimensional structure. Once photocarriers are 

created into the I-region, they diffuse into the I-

region due to their concentration gradients. Since 

the electrons have larger mobility, larger diffusion 

coefficient, they move faster than the holes. 

Electrons and holes will therefore partly separate 

and this causes the formation of an internal electric 

field between the two sets of particles (Streetman, 

1980; Wurfel, 2005). This internal electric field 

couples the photogenerated electron pulse and the 

photogenerated hole pulse. As a result, the electrons 

are slowed down and the holes are accelerated. This 

couple motion is referred to as ambipolar diffusion 

(Neaman, 2003; Wurfel, 2005).  

The ambipolar transport equation in one 

dimension and without applying any external field 

(i.e., no bias condition) has reached the following 

formula (Neaman, 2003) 
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where, D' is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, g 
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the following equation: 
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where, p and n are the hole and electron carrier 

concentrations, p0 and n0 are the hole and electron 

carrier thermal equilibrium concentrations, 

respectively. The carriers’ diffusion constant is 

determined by the following equation (Einstein 

relation) (Fichtner et al., 1983): 
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the carrier mobilities µn and µp are determined via 

their dependence to the doping level in I-region, so 

µn and µp are equal to 8000 cm
2
 s

-1
 v

-1
 and 400 cm

2
 

s
-1

 v
-1

, respectively (Bhattacharya, 1994). 

Carrier recombination is modeled using non-

radiative Shockley-Hall-Read (SHR) recombination 

formula (Fichtner et al., 1983; Bae-Lev, 1984; 

Masszi et al., 1986): 
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where, τn and τp are electron and hole lifetime and 

assumed to be 1×10
-10

 s and 3×10
-10

 s, respectively.  

For the boundary conditions, we assume an infinite 

surface recombination velocity at the contacts that 

produce the carrier densities in thermal equilibrium 

(Iverson, 1987).  

3. Simulation setup 

In this section, we want to calculate the device 

response to a beam of laser pulse hitting on 

different locations between the two top contacts in 

equilibrium condition. It is assumed that the initial 

time condition for any optical pulse position is 

00 t . By making the following definite 

assumptions, equation (1) has been solved 

numerically using Matlab software to obtain carrier 

concentrations as well as photocurrents.  

The active layer of the device is a low p-type 
20101(   m

-3
). In these simulations, a shallow 

acceptor concentration of 20102  m
-3

 and a 

shallow donor concentration of 
20105.0  m

-3
 are 

chosen to give an equilibrium hole density of 

20101  m
-3

 in the active region. We have used 100 

1D mesh points to represent the length, L = 40 μm 

in the active region.  

We assume that the laser pulse has a spot size of 
61020  m and a peak height equivalent to a 

band-to-band generation rate at the illumination 

surface of 
29107.2  (electron-hole) m

-3
 s

-1
. 

Since, the time period of the optical pulse is about 5 

ps, this gives a peak of electron and hole density 

approximately equal to 
18101 m

-3
 in the active 

layer. Since the time period of the optical pulse is 

very short, we can consider the generation only to 

take place at t = 0 and that there is no generation in 

the latter time steps. 

At first, the equation (1) is solved numerically to 

obtain the photogenerated carrier densities of the 

BG-MSM photodetector. The obtained carrier 

densities are then numerically integrated over the 

length L to yield the temporal response current. The 

current is calculated using the following formula 

(Sarto et al., 1997): 
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Figure 3 shows several normalized photocurrent 

versus the optical pulse position characteristics. The 

optical pulse position is assumed to be varied from 

-30 m  to 30 m  in 10 m steps. It is noticeable 

that in equation (7), the term of 
x

))t,x(n(




 is in 

fact the slope of the photocarriers density curve, 

and the integral means adding up all possible 

quantities for this term over the I-region. 

Obviously, this term can possess a negative 

quantity as well as a positive quantity, and 

consequently it can cause an overall negative or 

positive photocurrent depending on the values 

which are added up.  
 

 
 
Fig. 3. The normalized photocurrents versus time for 

optical pulse position at -30, -20, -10, 0 (i.e., center), 10, 

20 and 30 µm relative to the center of the I-region  
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The simulated peak of normalized photocurrent 

versus the optical pulse/beam position 

characteristics is shown in Fig. 4.  
 

 
 
Fig. 4. The peak of normalized photocurrent of the 

simulated device responses as a function of optical beam 

position on a 40 µm gap device in the equilibrium 

condition 
 

It can be observed from Figs. 3 and 4 that the 

peak response of the device increases as the laser 

pulse gets closer to either contact. Moreover, the 

magnitudes of the peaks are asymmetric around the 

middle of the device. In other words, the flow of 

photo-current due to the laser pulse of the anode 

side of the device is the same but opposite to that of 

the cathode side.  

4. Conclusions 

We have numerically simulated and analyzed the 

one-dimensional behavior of a GaAs BG-MSM 

photodetector as a function of optical pulse position 

in the equilibrium condition. Nonlinear ambipolar 

transport model was used to describe the behavior 

of photogenerated carriers and the photocarrier 

density, and photocurrent of the BG-MSM 

photodetector were calculated. From the simulation 

results, we observed that when the position of the 

laser spot is near to one of the top two contacts the 

peak response of the current is increased, because 

in this situation more carriers are collected in that 

contact. However, when the laser spot center is 

overlapped with the center of I-region (active 

region), the total diffusion current is canceled. 

These results are in good agreement with the 

experimental ones. 
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